Prep - Learning at Home - Term 3 Week 9
Suggested time guide for daily learning activities
Subject

Suggested Time

Literacy - Reading

30 - 45 minutes, daily

Literacy - Writing

30 -45 minutes, daily

Maths

30-45 minutes, daily

Specialists (Art, Indonesian, PE, Performing Arts)

30 minutes, once each per week

Webex Morning Check-In: Start time: 9:15am
Class

Meeting Number

Password

Web Browser Link

Prep E

165 598 5371

NLPS

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m019d3a2c6c4
811634df4950f4bb5110c

Prep T

1659235363

nlps

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m5969fb5277bc
371cf00fb08ddb4d789a

Prep H

165 013 2254

NLPS

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=mcfd7c4e03c553
77e01c1dd18148ddcd6

Prep D

165 186 2378

NLPS

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m6c9022d3934b
8ebbfbd3bd4687931582

Friday Funday Meeting
There’s no Friday Funday today as it is the last day of term and school finishes early; happy
holidays!
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PRIORITY TASKS
Activity suggestions for a shorter learning day, if required.

Reading
- Phonics practice: Watch Cued Articulation. Say each name and sound. Make sure you also watch these
Digraphs and the Magic E and Alphablocks 'Long U' Sound
- High Frequency Words (HFW) practice: Select from the high frequency word list that best suits your needs:
HFWs Lists 1&2 or HFWs Lists 3&4 or HFW Lists 5&6  or H
 FW List 7 or HFW List 8. The word lists are included
in your brown literacy book. Make sure you practise your chosen set/s of words every day.
-Read independently daily. Read your fluency passage from your reading group or from one of these sources
Speld Decodable Readers
(No login details required)
Sunshine Online
Username: newportlakes  Password: newport
Watch this video Alphablocks 'Long U' Sound introducing the long /u/ sound. Then read the
‘The Plane Flew In The Stew!’ poem at the end of this document. Colour all of the words that
have the long /u/ sounds in them and complete the worksheet sorting out the ‘ew’ and ‘ue’
words into the correct columns. Upload to Seesaw.

Writing
- Practise handwriting: Watch one of the following handwriting videos and complete the activity -Tail Letters,
Anticlockwise Letters OR Downward Strokes
Complete the dictation from Day Two.

- Write 1 or 2 sentences and then read them to your parents or record on Seesaw.
- Complete one of the trace and write sheets that were sent out in Week 5. Add a follow-on sentence, and
draw a picture to match your writing.

Maths
Maths daily practice: 1
 5mins maths practice Friends to 10, Skip Counting with Emma , The
Singing Walrus Skip counting by 2s , Skip Counting by 10s - The Singing Walrus
Complete the ‘Cookie Sharing’ activity from Day 4 Maths and upload to Seesaw.
Educational Screen Time Options
There may be days when parental workplace pressures render teaching impossible. If you need a ‘screen day’
for your child, here are some quality educational shows that connect with, and support, your child/ren’s
learning outcomes;
Number Blocks
Alpha Blocks
Science Max
Play School
Mister Maker
Little J & Big Cuz: In an Australian first, SBS television show Little J & Big Cuz provides young Indigenous
relatable characters and offers an insight into traditional Aboriginal culture, country and language.
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DAILY PRACTICE ACTIVITIES
Activities we suggest be completed each day.

Reading
Phonics practice:
Practise saying the name and sound for all sounds/letters of the alphabet. Be sure to show your child both
upper and lower case versions of the letters. You may like to practise your phonics by watching one or more
of the following videos: Watch this video Alphablocks 'Long U' Sound introducing the long /u/ sound. Then you
may like to watch the following videos: Cued Articulation and Digraphs and the Magic E
High frequency words practice:
The word lists are included in your brown literacy book. Practise by watching one of the videos at your level:
HFWs Lists 1&2 or HFWs Lists 3&4 or HFW Lists 5&6 or H
 FWs List 7 or HFW List 8.
Independent Reading practise:
Children read their take home books for 5-10 minutes every day.
You will also find online books through these sites:
Speld Decodable Readers
(No login details required)
Sunshine Online
Username: newportlakes  Password: newport

Writing
Practise handwriting: Watch one of the handwriting videos on Tail Letters, Anticlockwise Letters OR
Downward Strokes.
Revise spelling high frequency words: Try one of these ways to practise spelling high frequency words:
● Write individual letters on clothes pegs and peg words onto a line or clipboard
● Look at the word, say it, cover it up, write it, check it
● See if you can come up with a way to help you remember tricky words like b-e-c-a-US-e
● Write each word on a piece of paper, cut into individual letters, mix them up then put back together

Maths
15mins maths practice Friends to 10, S kip Counting with Emma , The Singing Walrus Skip counting by 2s , The
Singing Walrus Counting by 5s and Skip Counting by 10s - The Singing Walrus
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Day One
Reading

Focus: Revision

Daily Practice: Watch this video Alphablocks 'Long U' Sound introducing the long /u/ sound.
The next day, colour in the long /u/ sound (spelt as ‘ew’ and ‘ue’ in the poem ‘The Plane Flew In
The Stew!’ attached at the end of this document.
On another day, complete the long /u/ word sort activity sheet attached at the end of this
document.
Reading group: Attend your once a week small group reading session.
Reading Tasks: When it is not your reading group day, work through these activities in order.
PLEASE NOTE: only complete ONE of the tasks below per day
1. Select a just right reading book at home and practise reading it aloud to a family member or your toys.
Then record yourself reading the book and upload this to Seesaw for your teacher to enjoy listening to.
2. High Frequency Word revision: Select the word list that you have been working on most recently. Practise
reading these aloud to a family member or to your toys. When you feel ready, record yourself saying
them aloud and upload this to Seesaw. It is a good idea to state the list number in your video/voice
recording. For example, “Hi Emma, I’m going to read the List 3 words to you…”
3. Complete the ‘What Pet Will I Get?’ Activity on Seesaw. If you do not have access to Seesaw listen to the
Dr Seuss story What Pet Will I Get? Then, draw a picture of your dream pet and write a sentence to match
why you chose this pet.
4. Complete the ‘Fox In Socks’ activity on Seesaw. If you do not have access to Seesaw listen to the Dr Seuss
story Fox In Socks. Then, draw a picture of some crazy socks!

Writing

Focus: COVID Year Book

Daily Practice: 15mins handwriting and spelling HFW (Daily Practice Activities on pg3 and Seesaw).
Task: We are all making a book together (Parents - as per the Newsletter communication of 3rd September,
and Compass news item ‘Special NLPS Yearbook’ from 7th September) and we’d love Prep students to be part
of the book. Yes, Preps, the work you do this week will actually get published, into a real book. Chat to your
grown up about this task and decide if you want to write a story, about a memory or a hope for the future.
There is a list of suggestions at the end of the document, if you need them; choose whatever interests you
most. Today you will write your first copy, and remember to add a picture to match your writing. Keep this
safe because you will use it tomorrow and the next day.

Maths

Focus: Addition

Daily Practice: 15mins maths practice Friends to 10, Skip Counting with Emma and T he Singing Walrus Skip
counting by 2s an Skip Counting by 10s - The Singing Walrus
Words to use during Maths today: add, together, joined with, combined, plus, and, put with, I had, I got
more, now I have, altogether
Task: Pizza Addition
Draw a ‘pizza’ in your book (or use the template at the end of the planner). Choose
some toppings for your pizza. Choose 2 or 3 different toppings. Think how you can show
these toppings so that each piece can be easily counted (see the example). Write how
many toppings you had altogether. For example, I have 8 pieces of pineapple and 5
tomatoes. Altogether I have, 8 + 5 = 13. I have 13 toppings altogether.
Extension: After working out how many of each topping you have, try to work out how many you would need
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for 2 pizzas. Or 10 pizzas!

Art
Free Choice – Think outside the Box
During ‘Learning at Home’ for Art in Term 3, all students will be sent a link to the same Google slides
document.
Please take the following steps to access the learning:
1 - Click on this link:  Week 9 Free Choice
2 - Click on ‘present’ at the top right hand corner of the screen, next to the orange ‘share’ button
3 - The PowerPoint will then present as a full screen ready for students to watch
Previous weeks – Week 8

Art Week 7

A
 rt Week 6
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Day Two
Reading

Focus: Revision

Work through the activities listed in ‘Day One’ on page 4.

Writing

Focus: COVID Year Book

Daily Practice: 15mins handwriting and spelling HFW (Daily Practice Activities on pg3 and Seesaw).
Task: Today we need you to work with your grown up to edit your writing. We need your grown up to
correct spelling, make suggestions for layout, and so on, so that your work looks great in the book. (Parents could you please support your child to edit and revise their piece, in keeping with the suggestions made in the
Newsletter communication of 3rd September, and Compass news item ‘Special NLPS Yearbook’ from 7th
September, because the school will not be editing this work; whatever is handed in, gets published.) Again,
keep this safe because you will use it tomorrow.

Maths

Focus: Number Sense

Daily Practice: 15mins maths practice Skip Counting with Emma and The Singing Walrus Skip counting by 2s
and Skip Counting by 10s - The Singing Walrus
Words to use during Maths today: add, together, joined with, sets, plus, and, put with, I had, I got more, now
I have, altogether
Task: Different ways to ...
Choose a number and think about everything you know about that number. Create a
poster in your book or on a piece of paper about your chosen number. For Example,
My number is 8
I know that 6 + 2 = 8 and that spiders have 8 legs etc
This activity is also described on Seesaw.
Extension: Choose a 2 digit number to write about. Can you include ‘groups of’ facts in
your poster?

PE
Use Seesaw to watch this week’s explanation video.
Opening/Warm-up: Get your magic wands ready young wizards and complete the 4-minute ‘Enchanted
Spells’ Harry Potter workout.
Tossing: This week I have included five different tossing challenges. Some of them are a little similar to each
other but they are all designed to be fun and help you practise your underarm throw.
Try to complete at least three of the challenges. If you are enjoying the challenges, you might want to
complete all five.
Multi-target toss - One-minute tossing challenge - Tower toss challenge
Tossing at a moving target -  Underarm one-minute challenge
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Day Three
Reading

Focus: Revision

Work through the activities listed in ‘Day One’ on page 4.

Writing

Focus: COVID Year Book

Daily Practice: 15mins handwriting and spelling HFW (Daily Practice Activities on pg3 and Seesaw).
Task:  Today you will work with your grown up to create your final (and best) piece of writing. Re-write your
work, on a new piece of paper, including all the corrections and suggestions from yesterday. Remember to
write and colour quite firmly, so the colours and text will show at printing. (Parents - if you’d prefer, you can
type and print your child’s work and your child can add their illustrations and decorations).
You will submit this writing twice: (1) please upload it to Seesaw for your teacher to see, and
(2) please submit it, again, in keeping with the suggestions made in the Newsletter
communication of 3rd September, and Compass news item ‘Special NLPS Yearbook’ from 7th
September, if you would like your child’s work to be included in the final publication.

Maths

Focus: Sharing

Daily Practice: 15mins maths practice Skip Counting with Emma and The Singing Walrus Skip counting by 2s
and Skip Counting by 10s - The Singing Walrus
Words to use during Maths today: division, sharing, groups of, divided by, equally
Task: Blueberry Cupcakes (worksheet at the end of the document)
We are baking blueberry cupcakes for the prep teachers. But Emma gets upset if someone has more
blueberries than her. We need to make sure that each prep teacher’s cupcake has the same number of
blueberries in it. Use a handful of counters (or whatever you may have at home to share, such as lego pieces
or playdough balls) and share your blueberries between the cupcakes. Make sure that there are the same
number of blueberries in each cupcake. Then draw the blueberries onto each cupcake, and record the
number underneath. Record how many leftovers there are.

Indonesian - Days of the Week
Introduction: This week we are going to learn how to say the days of the week in Indonesian. You can then
make and play a ‘memory match game’ to help you learn and remember all the names of the week in both
English and Indonesian.
Task: Watch the video Days of the week.
Next, cut out all the words on the worksheet (attached at the end of this document) to play a fun card
game. Feel free to colour in all the symbols on the cards to make your game more colourful and easier to
play.
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Day Four
Reading

Focus: Revision

Work through the activities listed in ‘Day One’ on page 4.

Writing

Focus: Dictation

Daily Practice: 15mins handwriting and spelling HFW (Daily Practice Activities on pg3 and
Seesaw).
Task: This task is available on Seesaw
During dictation, children write what they hear, stretch out the sounds and include punctuation.
Please read the entire sentence to your child first and then re-read, one word at a time. Upload
a photo of your text to Seesaw. The dictation is: ’My mum flew up into the blue sky. A fly flew in her nose.
Mum did not want to fly up so high.’

Maths

Focus: Sharing

Daily Practice: 15 mins maths practice (Daily Practice Activities on pg3).
Words to use during Maths today: division, sharing, groups of, divided by, equally
Task: Listen to the story The Doorbell Rang by Pat Hutchins.
Colour in and cut out the cookies on the worksheet at the end of the planner.
Set up two of your toys. Share the cookies equally between them. How many did each toy get?
Now set up four of your toys. Share the cookies equally between them. How many cookies did each toy get
this time?
Draw 4 big plates over 2 pages in your workbook and share the cookies equally between the four plates. Glue
them down when you think you have shared fairly. This activity is available on Seesaw.

Performing Arts
Here is your Performing Arts Lesson for the week. It is designed to be completed independently by the
students. Once you open the link you will need to press ‘present’. If you see a ‘play’ icon on the page this is
me (Michelle) speaking and giving you instructions. Enjoy the Animation. Thanks for all of your hard work in
Performing Arts. Michelle
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Day Five
Reading

Focus: Revision

Work through the activities listed in ‘Day One’ on page 4.

Writing

Focus: Story Writing

Daily Practice: 15mins handwriting and spelling HFW (Daily Practice Activities on pg3 and Seesaw).
Task: Listen to the task on Seesaw.
First listen to ‘Charlie Cook’s Favourite Book’ by Julia Donaldson. Then draw a fabulous picture - and make
sure you include lots of detail and colour. Finally, write a story to match your picture. Remember your story
will have three parts: the beginning (where you introduce the characters and the setting - the who, what and
where), the middle (where they encounter a problem) and the ending (where they find a solution to their
problem).

Maths

Focus: Maths Activities

Daily Practice: 15 mins maths practice (Daily Practice Activities on pg3 and Seesaw).
Words to use during Maths today: add, together, joined with, combined, plus, and, put with, I had, I got
more, now I have, altogether
Task: Select one of the colour-by-numbers sheets at the end of this document.

Health

Focus: Meditation

Take some time to relax and be still with Ben from SEA LIFE Melbourne Aquarium. You can choose to watch
one or both of the clips below:
- Oceanarium Meditation
- Moon Jellyfish Meditation

Friday Funday

Please note: There’s no Friday Funday today as it is the last day of term and
school finishes early; happy holidays!
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For something extra: STEAM

Nature Treasure Hunt
Use the Nature Treasure Hunt sheet to search for the special items. Draw or write
about what you discovered in the blank space below each illustration.
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Day One - Reading - Poem

The Plane Flew In The Stew!
There was a girl named Sue,
she had a new plane that flew.
She grew fruit that was blue
to make jars of blue juice.
When Sue’s plane flew,
it landed in a bowl of stew.
The stew ruined her new suit.
Do you think this story is true?
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Day One - Reading - Word Sort
Sort the words into the correct column according to their spelling

ew

ue

dew

stew

flew

blew

Sue

due

blue

new

glue

true

cruel

clue

drew

grew

duet

chew
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Day One - Writing - Suggestions for Covid Yearbook Writing
● Draw the view from one of your windows. Write about what you can see and if
you have noticed any changes.
● Write about what a typical day in lockdown looks like for you. Try to make it
sound like a story.
● Write a structured piece, alternating the sentence starters ‘I miss…’ with ‘I’m
looking forward to…’
● Write a letter to someone in your family explaining the things you do each day.
● Explain a new special thing you do now that you didn’t do before lockdown
(e.g. Now, every Thursday is Burrito night. We stay up late and watch a movie.
My favourite movies so far have been…)
● Write about something you are really looking forward to doing and why.
● Write about how you celebrated your birthday this year (if it fell during
lockdown).
● Write a song that shares your current feelings.
● Write a poem alternating the phrases, ‘I am happy when…’ and ‘I am sad
when…’
● Explain a new skill you have learnt since being in lockdown. Could you give
instructions to someone else to explain how to get good at this skill?
● Think of some things that you are grateful for (think of the sorts of things
you’ve put into your gratitude jar) and write a sentence about each one.
● Write a kind message to someone in your bubble; explain to them how they
have helped you whilst you’ve been at home.
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Day One - Maths - Pizza Addition
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Day Three - Maths - Blueberry Cupcakes
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Day Three - Indonesian - Days of the Week Worksheet
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Day Four - Maths - Cookie Sharing
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Day Five - Maths - Colour By Number Worksheets
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